We show that there exist Po > 0 ar>d P\, ■■■ , Pn nonnegative integers, such that 0 < p(x) = Po + Pi cosx + • ■ • + Pn cos Nx and po -C s1/3 for .s = J2'J=oPj < improving on a result of Odlyzko who showed the existence of such a polynomial p that satisfies Po < (.slogs)1/3 . Our result implies an improvement of the best known estimate for a problem of Erdos and Szekeres. As our method is nonconstructive, we also give a method for constructing an infinite family of such polynomials, given one good "seed" polynomial.
Introduction
We consider nonnegative cosine polynomials of the form 0 < p{x) = po + P\ cos x + P2 cos 2x -\-h Pn cos Nx , x e [0, In], where p} > 0. We also write p(0) = po ■ Notice that p{0) -Y!j=oP) *s tne maximum of p(x). We are interested in estimating the size of M(s) = inf p(0) p(0)>s for 5 -► oo. That is, we want to find polynomials of the above form for which Po -2^ JQwp(x)dx is small compared to the maximum of p(x). In what follows C denotes an arbitrary positive constant and a < b means a < Cb for some C.
If no more restrictions are imposed on the cosine polynomial p(x) then M(s) = 0 for all 5 . This is because the Fejer kernel If we restrict the coefficients P\, ... , Pn to be either 0 or 1, we have the classical cosine problem, about which we know that for some e > 0 (1) 2'°^ <M{s)<sl/2.
The upper bound in (1) (1) is much harder to prove and is due to Bourgain [3] . Earlier, Roth [8] had obtained M(s) » (logs/log log s)1/2. From this point on, we will study the case of p\, ... , Pn being arbitrary nonnegative integers. This case was studied by Odlyzko [7] who showed that
The method is the following. Consider the nonnegative polynomial q(x) = aKA(x) = q0 + q\ cosx H-1-(^ cos,4.x, whose coefficients are not necessarily integers (a > 0). We modify q so that its nonconstant coefficients are integers, by adding to it a random polynomial r(x) = r\ cos x -\-h rA cos Ax.
The coefficients rj are independent random variables which take values such that rj + qj is always an integer. A theorem of Salem and Zygmund [9] guarantees that Hrlloo is small with high probability, and the nonnegative polynomial p(x) = q(x) + r(x) + Hrlloo achieves (4) when a is appropriately chosen as a function of A. Odlyzko studied this problem in connection with a problem posed by Erdos and Szekeres [4] . The problem is to estimate n E(«) = infmax TT(1 -z*) where a\, ... , a" may be any positive integers. The inequality (5) log£(«)«/v/(«)log(«)
holds (see [7] ), so that Odlyzko's result implies \ogE(n) < n1/3log4/3n . In this paper we replace the random modification in Odlyzko's argument with a more careful modification, based, again, partly on randomization. We use a recent theorem of Spencer [10] which in some cases does better than the SalemZygmund theorem. We show in §3 that, when p\, ... , Pn are restricted to be nonnegative integers, we have M(s) <C s1/3. By (5) this implies \ogE(n) <?C n'/3 log n . Our method is similar to that used by Beck [2] on a different problem, posed by Littlewood. ' Both the Salem-Zygmund theorem and Spencer theorem are nonconstructive. In §4 we give a deterministic procedure which, given a polynomial p(x) with nonnegative integral Fourier coefficients (in other words, Pj is a nonnegative even integer, for j > 1) and with p(0) < {p(0))a, for some a > 0, produces a sequence of polynomials p -/?(0), p(1), /? (2), ... , such that degp(n) -» oo, /?<">(0) -» oo, and (p{n)T(0) < (p^(0))a. This shows M{s) < Csxla, with C dependent on the initial p only.
Bounds on random trigonometric polynomials
In [7] the following classical theorem was used to estimate the size of a random polynomial.
Theorem 1 (Salem and Zygmund [9; 5, p. 69]). Let f\{x), ... , fn(x) be trigonometric polynomials of degree at most m and fr , ... ,£" be independent random variables, which satisfy EeXiJ < el I1 for all j and X > 0 (subnormal random variables). Write f{x) = J2Zjfj(x). 
pr n/iu>cmi/xiog™ <-2.
Theorem 1 was used in [7] to change the coefficients of a polynomial to integers without a big loss: Corollary 1. Let p(x) = Po + J2j=iPj cosjx and define the random polynomial r(x) so that p(x) + r(x) always has integral coefficients (except perhaps the constant coefficient):
with t\j = 0 if Pj is an integer, else p -j \Pj\ ~ Pj ^h Probability \pj\ -Pj , j ~ \ \pj\ -Pj with probability Pj -[pj] .
Then Pr (HrH^ « (/VlogiV)1/2) -> 1, as N-+ oo.
Proof of Corollary 1. The above defined £j are subnormal (see, e.g., [1, p. 235, Lemma A.6]). Theorem 1 can now be applied. □ 'After this paper was submitted for publication the author learned that the method employed for the proof of the basic result has also appeared in [6] .
The following theorem of Spencer [10] is sometimes better than the SalemZygmund theorem, though unfortunately only in the symmetric case £/ = ±1 (Rademacher random variables).
Theorem 2 (Spencer [10] ). Let a\j, i = \, ... , n\, j = 1, ... , n2. be such that \atj\ < 1. Then there are signs £\,... , e"2 6 {-1, 1} such that, for all i, (6) J£eja,j <Cn\12. ;=i
Notice there is no dependence of the bound on n2. It is a strictly symmetric result and cannot directly be applied to modify a polynomial p(x) so that it has integral coefficients, as we need to do in our case. We show in §3 that a sequence of applications of Corollary 2 is needed.
Proof of the inequality M(s) < s1/3
Since Corollary 2 only allows us to choose random signs, we cannot use it directly (as we used the Salem-Zygmund theorem) to modify the coefficients of a polynomial to integers, while controlling the size of the change. In this section we show how to modify the coefficients little by little to achieve the same result.
Let a > 0 and define A a(x) = aKA(x) = ^ a,-cos jx. bf odd
The existence of the signs £* is guaranteed by Corollary 2. Notice that (8) implies the preservation of (7) by the inductive definition. We deduce from (9) that (10) ||a(fc+1>-a<*:>||00<C2fc-^1/2.
The polynomial c#o) has integral coefficients (except perhaps for the constant coefficient). Summing (10) we get \\a -a^Hoo < ||fl -a(0)||oo + \\am -a^'lU < Ae + CA1'2.
Choose e = l/A to get ||a -a(*")||0O < CAXI2. On the other hand, the coefficients of a and a(/co) differ by at most 1, and this implies that for the nonnegative polynomial p(x) -a^°\x) + \\a -a(fco)||oo we have In view of the above construction, finding a single polynomial p with p(0) < (p(0))a, with a < 5 , will prove that the result in this paper is not the best possible. The above example was actually found by a computer, but if no more insight is gained into how these good "seed" polynomials look, the computing time grows dramatically as we increase the degree of the polynomial.
